Academic Language & Literacy for Informatics

Writing your Project Proposal
Style & Language
Organisation
Feedback & Feedforward
Language Help available to you
IPP Learning Outcomes – a reminder

On successful completion of this course, you should be able to:

1. critically evaluate research literature or other prior work appropriate for your project subject
2. use existing research literature or other prior work to justify choices in experimental design, theoretical goals, and/or implementation
3. develop a structured project proposal
4. outline project/research management issues and potential legal, social, ethical or professional issues
to help you produce a clear, concise and stylistically appropriate *Project Proposal*.

The language and conventions covered here should also help you produce a well-written *Dissertation*. 
Academic writing is about persuasion.

You need to convince your reader:

• That the question is important.
• That the question can be answered.
• That you can do the work to answer it.
Is it OK to use personal pronouns?
Image segmentation is the first stage of image processing in many practical computer vision systems. The development of static image segmentation algorithms has attracted considerable

Goldman et al [1] present several applications that can be realised by using tracked 2D object motion. One application is the video-to-still composition where a video stream can be used to

The need for metadata describing high level components in the video, such as objects and motion trajectories, is common to a wide range of applications, so the methodology adopted in this project will be applicable across different domains. Having said that, the required format and type of metadata might vary across applications. Thus in this project we will focus on fulfilling the needs of a rich media application interface which will be capable of incorporating visual tagging for authoring rich media such as hyperlinked videos.
An example: Notice the switch:

Image segmentation is the first stage of image processing in many practical computer vision systems. The development of static image segmentation algorithms has attracted considerable attention.

Goldman et al [1] present several applications that can be realised by using tracked 2D object motion. One application is the video-to-still composition where a video stream can be used to

The need for metadata describing high level components in the video, such as objects and motion trajectories, is common to a wide range of applications, so the methodology adopted in this project will be applicable across different domains. Having said that, the required format and type of metadata might vary across applications. Thus in this project we will focus on fulfilling the needs of a rich media application interface which will be capable of incorporating visual tagging for authoring rich media such as hyperlinked videos.
Thus, in this project I/we will focus on …

My/Our hypothesis is that …

In this report, I/we will propose a plan for evaluating my/our hypothesis.

In the next section, I/we will give a … which will be a key element in my/our methodology.

In section 4, I/we will present a …

In section 5, I/we will proceed by discussing …
Thus, this project will focus on ...
It is hypothesized that ...
This report will propose a plan for evaluating the hypothesis.
The next section will give a ... which will be a key element in the methodology
Section 4 will present a ...
Section 5 will discuss ...
Expressing confidence

Boosting

Hedging
perhaps, admittedly, may, possibly, likely, probably, predominantly, presumably, seems, appears, may, suggests, to some extent, sometimes, often, around, roughly, fairly, usually

is, are, will be, believe, know, prove, certainly, indeed, always, undoubtedly, in fact, clearly, actually, firm, obviously, conclusively, definitely, evidently, straightforward
Using verbs

Verbs
- Use of tenses
- Active vs Passive forms

Avoid
- Contracting verb forms (formality)

1. Look at the exemplar project proposals.
2. Review your own use of language in your PP.
Useful verbs in a research proposal.

• To determine ...
• This then enables ... This will ensure ...
• This is / may be dependent on...
• X typically occurs when...
• X is typically performed by ...
• I/We expect that/to ...  [NB: Do NOT use It is expected that]
• I expect / anticipate ...  [similarly with It is anticipated that ...]

Use verbs to describe actions, rather than nouns, but ... cohesion:
• We **analysed** a sample of the dust that was obtained from the dark side of the moon. **This analysis** revealed that...
• Background known
  • Present tenses (simple & perfect) & Reference to literature
• Gap / unknown / problem/ need
  • However, ... Although ..., Despite ..., Nevertheless, ...
• Aim / Hypothesis
  • This project aims to ...
  • I hypothesize that ...
• Significance/ impact
  • This proposal serves to not only build/create/develop ... but also ...
  • Further research that builds on this project would ...
Identifying the gap or problem.

- gap in our knowledge
- little evidence is available for ...
- restricted by ...
- not sufficiently ...
- need for ...
- there is growing concern ...
- remains unclear
- does not ... [achieve / offer ...]
- there is no ...
- a key/major drawback

- however, ...
- despite ...
- although, ...
- currently, ...
- to date, ...

- impractical
- inaccurate
- inadequate
- incompatible
- limited
- redundant
- unrealistic
- weak
- narrow
This project/study aims to …

Therefore will build on … X is going to …

(Thus) This project/study will focus on …

(Therefore) will set out to …

The purpose of this study is to …

The objective is to evaluate the feasibility of …

There are two primary aims of this study: 1. To …

This motivates a …
The methodology selected will be/is intended to be....

- a (slightly) modified version of ...
- adapted from ...
- based [in part] on/partially on ...
- in line with ...
- in essence ...
- to modify/to refine/to revise ...

[BE SPECIFIC].

And then explain how in detail!
Although in essence similar,
Although in many ways similar,
Although partially based on,

one novel step will be to
adapt / adjust / alter / change ...

THEN SAY what you are altering in detail and **WHY**!
To validate the results from X, data will be analysed using Y.

For the sake of simplicity, only X will be analysed.

The advantage of using three-dimensional analysis is that X.

One advantage of using X is that Y.

By partitioning the sample into three, I will be able to ensure X.

The X will be Y, so allowing the Z.

This should avoid issues with X or Y.
The proposal should demonstrate the originality/usefulness of your intended research.

You should therefore explain why your research is important, for example:

• by explaining how your research builds on and adds to the current state of knowledge in the field
or
• by setting out reasons why it is timely to research your proposed topic.
Establishing impact and significance.

- A current / common / crucial issue / focus
- A powerful tool / method
- Of great concern is
- Of growing [commercial] interest is
- attracting / generating widespread interest
- play(s) a key role in ... / a major part in ...
- For a number of years, ... / the last decade, ...
- The importance of ...

- typical(ly)
- well-documented
- widely recognised
- worth / worthwhile
- benefit / beneficial
- importance
- vital
- potential / possible / probable
Modelling patient flow can reveal important features of the operational system of the hospital, as well as give ideas for new measures that can improve the inefficiencies of the system and reduce waiting times. Furthermore, the medical community agrees that the management of patient flow can improve both the quality of care and patient satisfaction [3].

Various techniques have been employed to model patient flow in recent years, most of them not being able to represent accurately the topology of a real-world hospital[4]. In this project, network analysis and process mining techniques will be used to analyse patient flow of two acute hospital sites of King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust. The capabilities of these techniques will help to create more representative models.

... It is worth noting that this project is one of the first to include gender and age attributes to the modelling of patient flow. Using the two aforementioned techniques, we aim to ...

Source: Patient flow analysis using process mining techniques and network analysis.
Modelling patient flow can reveal important features of the operational system of the hospital, as well as give ideas for new measures that can improve the inefficiencies of the system and reduce waiting times. Furthermore, the medical community agrees that the management of patient flow can improve both the quality of care and patient satisfaction [3].

Various techniques have been employed to model patient flow in recent years, most of them not being able to represent accurately the topology of a real-world hospital[4]. In this project, network analysis and process mining techniques will be used to analyse patient flow of two acute hospital sites of King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust. The capabilities of these techniques will help to create more representative models.

... It is worth noting that this project is one of the first to include gender and age attributes to the modelling of patient flow. Using the two aforementioned techniques, we aim to ...

Source: Patient flow analysis using process mining techniques and network analysis.
A proposal is about showing you understand the possibilities.

- By doing X, the intention is to Y.
- I expect to achieve ...
- This should mean that ...
- This could lead to X.
- Potentially, ... Presumably, ...
- It seems plausible that ...
- Manageable / feasible
X will be evaluated in terms of / for ... measured on the basis of ... against a set of ... in a more qualitative way

X will be used to evaluate the ... I will evaluate and compare the ... The objective is to evaluate the feasibility of X as a Y
• Writer responsibility – what does your reader need to know?
• Organisation & Clarity
• Paragraphing
  o Topic sentences & linking
• Information flow [theme & rheme]
  o cohesion
  o repetition
  o This/These + noun phrase
• Keeping the reader on board: explaining what you’re doing
  o “Meta-language”
In the next section, we will discuss different techniques that the scientific community used to model patient flow and discuss the results of last year’s work.

Below, the most common techniques are presented, namely Queueing models, Simulation models, Process mining, and network analysis.

We will further discuss the methodology for point selection and tracking in section 4.

As we will discuss in the next section, constraints such as proximity, maximum velocity, small velocity change, common motion, rigidity and proximal uniformity can help to not only overcome the correspondence problem but also detect physical objects [4].
Include:
• Background
• Unknown/ problem/need
• Overall objective
• General strategy/methodology/approach
• Significance/ impact.
• Clearly identify the overall objective

The abstract isn’t like a movie trailer, so don’t worry about “plot spoilers”!

When?
British hospitals are constantly failing to meet the targets set by the UK government. Precisely, the last six years, goals regarding the accident and emergency department have not been achieved. Evidently, there is a need for change in the operational systems of British hospitals. This project aims at using network analysis and process mining techniques to analyse the patient flow of two acute hospital sites at Kings College hospital. The data set that will be used contains information about patient transfers between wards that occur between X&Y. This analysis can help professionals to improve the inefficiencies of the system and reduce waiting times. This work builds on a project done by a student last year in which only a small subset of the data set was used due to limitation of time. Furthermore, the results of a previous study, in which network analysis was used, will be used for comparison. Specifically, an investigation of how patient flow has changed since then will not be carried out, while at the same time the patient gender and age information that was not used in the previous study space dash space will be used to capture different aspects of patient flow.
British hospitals are constantly failing to meet the targets set by the UK government. Precisely, the last six years, goals regarding the accident and emergency department have not been achieved. Evidently, there is a need for change in the operational systems of British hospitals. This project aims at using network analysis and process mining techniques to analyse the patient flow of two acute hospital sites at Kings College hospital. The data set that will be used contains information about patient transfers between wards that occur between X&Y. This analysis can help professionals to improve the inefficiencies of the system and reduce waiting times. This work builds on a project done by a student last year in which only a small subset of the data set was used due to limitation of time. Furthermore, the results of a previous study, in which network analysis was used, will be used for comparison. Specifically, an investigation of how patient flow has changed since then will not be carried out, while at the same time the patient gender and age information that was not used in the previous study space dash space will be used to capture different aspects of patient flow.
Avoid these common errors in postgraduate research proposals:

• Problem is not important
• Rationale is weak
• Writing is vague
• Uncertain outcomes
• Proposal is unfocused and lacks sufficient detail

(adapted from MIT
• Formative and summative
• Formal and informal
• Feedback vs feedforward
• Understanding feedback / feedforward
• Marking criteria
• RAG: Red, Amber, Green
• Things to stop doing
  work on/develop
• continue doing
### Using feedback for feed forward

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Key Learning points to feed forward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Topic &amp; Motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Language Help available to you
ENGLISH LANGUAGE EDUCATION

Academic Language and Literacies for In-Sessional Study (ALLIS)

Free, non-credit bearing courses available for undergraduate and postgraduate students from the University of Edinburgh.

Winter 2 Applications 23/24

https://ele.ed.ac.uk/inscription-courses/elsis
Need help with your writing at any time of the semester?

You can receive one-to-one consultations in an academic writing tutorial (40 minutes) for postgraduate (PGT & PGR) international students.

Booking is via MyEd.

https://www.ed.ac.uk/english-language-teaching/insession-courses/graduate-writing-centre
- Available into June
- Provide 350 max word sample
- Provide a question for discussion
- NOT a proofreading service
- Booking is via MyEd.

[https://www.ed.ac.uk/english-language-teaching/insession-courses/graduate-writing-centre](https://www.ed.ac.uk/english-language-teaching/insession-courses/graduate-writing-centre)
Take advantage of our free Independent Study Materials

https://ele.ed.ac.uk/ele-courses/elsis/independent-study-materials
[EASE Login required]
Take advantage of our free Independent ONLINE Study Materials

https://ele.ed.ac.uk/ele-courses/elsis/independent-study-materials/independent-study-awis
[EASE Login required]
# Home Page

The Academic Phrasebank is a general resource for academic writers. It aims to provide you with examples of some of the phraseological "nuts and bolts" of writing organised according to the main sections of a research paper or dissertation (see the top menu). Other phrases are listed under the more general communicative functions of academic writing (see the menu on the left). The resource should be particularly useful for writers who need to report their research work. The phrases, and the headings under which they are listed, can be used simply to assist you in thinking about the content and organisation of your own writing, or the phrases can be incorporated into your writing where this is appropriate. In most cases, a certain amount of creativity and adaptation will be necessary when a phrase is used. The items in the Academic Phrasebank are mostly content neutral and generic in nature; in using them, therefore, you are not stealing other people's ideas and this does not constitute plagiarism. For some of the entries, specific content words have been included for illustrative purposes, and these should be substituted when the phrases are used. The resource was designed primarily for academic and scientific writers who are non-native speakers of English. However, native speaker writers may still find much of the material helpful. In fact, recent data suggest that the majority of users are native speakers of English. More about [Academic Phrasebank](https://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/).

This site was created by John Morley. If you could spare just two or three minutes of your time, I would be extremely grateful for any feedback on Academic Phrasebank: Please click [here](https://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/) to access a very short questionnaire. Thank you.
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See www.uefap.net for a more modern version.
Academic Writing

• http://www.uefap.net/writing/writing-paragraphs/writing-paragraphs-cohesion
• https://arts.uottawa.ca/writingcentre/en/hypergrammar/building-sentences
• https://arts.uottawa.ca/writingcentre/en/hypergrammar/writing-paragraphs

Academic Writing in the Sciences

• https://sites.duke.edu/scientificwriting/
Writing clearly, concisely & precisely

- [https://www.monash.edu/rlo/research-writing-assignments/writing/clear-communication/writing-clearly-concisely-and-precisely](https://www.monash.edu/rlo/research-writing-assignments/writing/clear-communication/writing-clearly-concisely-and-precisely)
- [https://www.scribbr.com/academic-writing/write-concisely/](https://www.scribbr.com/academic-writing/write-concisely/)
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